
Tuesday June 24, 2014 
Day Four account to our Dear Ones, 

Morning devotions today focus on the Parable of the Sower, 
the Seed and the Soils (Mark 4:1-20).  While Jesus is the ultimate 
Sower and the Seed the ready-to-grow gospel, the parable also 
applies to seed thoughts we plant and nurture with prayer, such 
as Vicky years ago telling Angela (center), “NEVER GIVE UP ON 
THE KIDS.”  That godly parent never gave up and now teaches in 
their new neighborhood elementary school. 

When 59 teens show up for sex education and domestic 
violence talks by Myra & Sue, that teen turnout represents an increase of biblical proportion over last year. 

As with the four soils, we most often engage 
people in conversations that are fleeting, shallow, even 
wordless.  But the grateful, hungry smiles and love-in-
kind actions run deep.  Our actions do speak louder 
and plant seeds deeper than mere words.  The seed 
thoughts of change and hope we plant with kids in VBS 
and their parents are cultivated further, when we see 
those same kids from day to day, even year after year.  VBS organizers (below, right) do great in planning 
crafts, gospel-related exercises, and translation for 150+ kids.  The tree in this picture is our Hands of Hope 
logo, which the kids re-create with their thumb prints as “leaves” with volunteer Kerry (pictured above).  

Some kids “follow the leader” and become leaders, thus a seed bears fruit.  E.g., Carlos now staffs Food 
for the Hungry, having been mentored by Martires (below, in blue), who then started Hands of Hope.  This 
year another boy, Angelo (above left, also at right), follows us around, like as a community liaison, intro-
ducing us to prospects and their parents regarding child sponsorship. 

Angelo was heading in the wrong direction; then, sponsored by 
Betsy, he gets a live-in tutor and guardian Rubio (both above, left). 
Here he shows off his English, grateful for being given a “W” hat.   

Darla (center, at left) is sponsored by Kati (daughter of our Vicki); 
she too follows many of us.  Another family (see below, 3rd from left) 
has all three of its siblings under sponsorship—Alexander by the 
Myra-Steve-Eli family, and Kayle & Kaver by Casey & Rick.  The parents are Juan Pablo (a fruit seller) and 
Laticia. The boys, both good students, would read more, if only their parents could afford books.  We 

gifted them a DVD player, with Christian-themed DVDs, so little seed can grow. 
Married 3 days, Kelsey & Chase (far right) meet their girl, in huggable Maria; a 

tired Chase reports, “I cannot think of a better way to spend a honeymoon.”  They 
are feted with song & cake on their first night 
with our Hands of Hope family.… Tomorrow we 
wash the feet of 150+ kids and give out sandals. 


